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Matlab:

• Matlab installation instructions using your ORU-account: https://www.oru.se/globalassets/
oru-sv/student/it/installation-av-matlab-r2015b-studenter.pdf

• Cheat-sheet: http://userpage.chemie.fu-berlin.de/~naundorf/PCF/MATLAB_Reference_
Sheet-1.pdf

Exercise report:

Start with a separate cover page including:

• Course name (e.g. Robot Control)

• Exercise number and title (e.g. Exercise 3 – State Feedback Control)

• Student name, personal number and email address

• Date when the exercise was performed and date when the report was submitted

The report itself can be very short, e. g. only a figure and/or some brief written explanation
per sub-task. Only include data which is necessary to show that the lab was successful and try
to answer the posed questions succinctly. Submit both, the report and your generated Matlab
files, via email until the deadline on Apr. 27. 2016 (before the next exercise session). Grading
will be based on the points indicated after each question. A total of 22 points (excluding bonus
points as indicated) can be achieved.

Main points covered:

• Multibody simulation

• Inverse kinematics

• PID motion control

Introduction

These exercises are meant to explore manipulator inverse kinematics, and as a short introduction
to only the simplest type of joint-space control, namely “plain” PID control. To this end, we
will use a Matlab multibody simulator (bMSd) which can be downloaded from the course
website: http://www.aass.oru.se/Research/mro/rkg_dir/rc_2016/bMSd.tar. The main
exercise goal is to familiarize yourself with the simulator since we’ll be using it for the upcoming
remaining exercises.

• Install it, have a look at the script ./examples/example_1.m and run it

• Example models can be found in ./models

• Variables and functions are defined in ./struct_def.m and ./bMSd_functions.m.

Additionally, check out the support notes posted on the course website: http://www.aass.

oru.se/Research/mro/rkg_dir/rc_2016/bMSd_support_notes.pdf.
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Figure 1: PID control

PID Manipulator Motion Control

Let’s regard free-space manipulation tasks, where the objective is to control the motion (po-
sition/orientation, velocity, acceleration) of an end-effector. Recall from lecture 5, that the
manipulator equations of motions (assuming τ e = 0) are given as

H(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) +G(q) = τ u. (1)

Consider a simple PD control law τ u = Kp(qd− q) +Kd(q̇d− q̇), where Kp and Kd are diag-
onal matrices with positive entries (the diagonal structure implies that each joint is controlled
separately from the others). Remarkably, this simple controller can be shown to guarantee
asymptotic tracking of a desired joint position provided the gravity term G(q) in (1) is zero.
One option to address gravity disturbances is to incorporate an integral term which leads to a
control law of the form

τ u = Kp(qd − q) +Kd(q̇d − q̇) +Ki

∫ t

0

e(t̄)dt̄, (2)

the corresponding control structure is visualized in Fig. 1. Another option is to account for
gravity explicitly. This is attractive, simply because we know the gravity vector g. Correspond-
ingly, one can use a gravitation term estimate Ĝ(q) to formulate the PD control law

τ u = Kp(qd − q) +Kd(q̇d − q̇) + Ĝ(q). (3)

Again, the controller structure is depicted in Fig. 2. Substituting (3) in the manipulator
equations of motion (1) yields

H(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) +G(q) = Kp(qd − q) +Kd(q̇d − q̇) + Ĝ(q).

Under the assumption of a perfect estimate Ĝ(q) = G(q) the steady-state error will vanish

H(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) = Kp(qd − q) +Kd(q̇d − q̇).
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Figure 2: PD control with gravity compensation

1 Manipulator Kinematics

Consider a (fixed-base) planar manipulator with initial joint angles qi and n > 2 joints where
each link is 1m long. In bMSd, ./models/model_planar_system_n.m exemplary defines such
a system.

1. From a start configuration qi of your choice, find a (non-trivial) homogeneous solution to
the equation v = 0 = Jvq̇h that will result in a zero linear velocity of the end-effector.
Here, Jv ∈ R2×n is the Jacobian matrix associated with the linear motion of the end-
effector. Compute the Jacobian using geometric reasoning as shown in lecture 5. You can
use the bMSd function ./kinematics/calc_Je.m to verify your result. [4 pts]

2. Now, starting from qt (the joint configuration at time t) find the new configuration at
qt+∆t by using the Runge-Kutta integrator in ./solvers/int_rk4.m. Generate a null-
space motion by updating the joint velocities using homogeneous solutions to 0 = Jvt q̇ht

as in task 1.1. Simulate with a step-size of ∆t = 0.01s until tf = 10s. Update and
visualize the model during simulation by respectively using ./kinematics/calc_pos.m

and ./general_purpose/Draw_System.m. [4 pts]

3. Pick two (reachable) points in Cartesian space. Use function ./general_purpose/poly3.m

to generate a polynomial motion profile describing a 10s transition between the two points
(see lecture 5). For each point in the trajectory, compute an inverse kinematics solution
using ./kinematics/ik_e.m (for the underlying algorithm see http://www.aass.oru.

se/Research/mro/drdv_dir/mc2010/Lecture_12.pdf). As in the previous task, per-
form a kinematic simulation while updating the kinematic quantities and visualizing the
system. [4 pts]

2 Free-Space PID Joint Motion Control

Now, we want to control an ABB IRB 140 6-axis industrial manipulator (http://new.abb.com/
products/robotics/industrial-robots/irb-140) in simulation. You can find the model
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in ./models/model_ABB.m. Both tasks below should be performed using a gravity vector

g =
[
0 0 −9.81

]T
, simulation length tf = 10s and step size ∆t = 0.01s.

1. For each joint, choose start- and target values and generate a desired motion profile
using ./general_purpose/poly3.m. Implement and tune a PID controller according
to (2) and track the profile in simulation. Use ./dynamics/f_dyn.m to compute the
forward dynamics (i. e., the kinematic quantities as a result of the applied forces/torques)
as exemplary shown in ./examples/example_1.m. While tracking, compute the end-
effector position and velocity and plot it. Also, compute the least squares position error
‖ [qdi − qi, . . . , qdf − qf ]T‖2 for each joint over the whole trajectory. [5 pts]

2. Implement the PD controller with gravity compensation in (3) and repeat the steps of the
previous task (use the same motion profile). Again, compute the least squares position
error over the trajectory for each joint. How does the error sum over all joints compare
to the previous experiment? [5 pts]
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